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  Binary Options Trading



  Welcome to DWHM Trading, a premium resource for binary options traders. In a few quick paragraphs we will try to explain the basics of binary trading and offer you some insight on how this amazing type of trading works.

  What are binary options?

  Binary options, also known as digital options, are a special type of financial options. The main characteristic of digital options is that only two outcomes are possible   (this is why they are called binary). The two outcomes of binary options are always opposite, so they cannot happen at the same time. Because of this, they are also called "two-way options".

  Since they are very simple, binary options have become the most popular type of financial options, and every year more traders engage in binary trading. They can be described   as bets on the market outcome, and they can generate a win when the option finishes "in the money" or a loss when it ends "out of the money".

  How do binary options work?

  In order to easier understand how binary options work, we will show you an example:

  [image: binary option]

  In the upper side of the box, you will see the "Asset" (EUR/USD in this sample) and the "Option Expire" time (in this case the option expires Today at 21:00).

  In the main part of the box you will see a chart of the recent evolution of the asset, where a yellow line shows the "Current asset value" (at 1.30607 in this particular example).

  The way the binary option works is very simple: if you think the "Asset value" will go up until the "Option Expire" time, you should buy a "Call" option. If you think the value will go down, than you should buy a "Put" option. In the above image, the "Call" button was clicked, so the right side of the box shows the details of buying a "Call" option. It shows the expiration date, the current rate, the amount to be invested in the option (here you can fill any amount between the minimum and maximum allowed by the broker) and the payout if the option expires above the current rate, and below the current rate.

  As you can see in the sample, if the option is a winner you get a 81% profit, otherwise you lose the whole investment.

  The binary options brokers will sometimes offer a refund when the option is a loser on certain assets. This refund can be as high as 15% of the investment, but when there is a   big refund you can expect to see a smaller payout if the option is a winner.

  How can I trade binary options?

  In order to buy digital options you need to open an account with a specialised broker, the same way you would need a stock broker if you wanted to buy stocks. This process is   very easy and takes no more than five minutes. Binary options brokers operate online and you will be able to fully manage your account just from the internet. You don't need to personally go to the broker's   office in order to open an account, and you can fund your trading account using your credit card or other convenient methods like wire transfers or online payment channels like Moneybookers or Neteller (also known as Ewallets).

  If you want to find the most suitable broker for you, we strongly recommend you to check our binary options brokers section where you will find detailed information about the top five brokers. We have gathered all this information for you in order to help you make a wise decision when choosing the broker.

  For regulatory information regarding options trading in the USA you can visit the CFTC site (www.cftc.gov) and for options trading in the UK you should check the FCA (www.fca.gov.uk)

  Popular articles

  Below is the list of our most read articles:

  ► Binary Options Systems

  There has always been a fascination with automated trading among forex and binary options enthusiasts. Some of the most experienced traders have developed their own algorithms and trading systems in order to take full advantage of their technical analysis knowledge. Such robots exploit the benefits of automation and computing power... Read More

  ► Forex PAMM Investment

  A very advanced platform that matches fund managers and investors is the Hot Forex PAMM System. PAMM stands for "Percentage Allocation Management Module" and is a system that allows investors to participate in Forex Managed Funds without giving the fund manager access to the investor's money. A PAMM fund will allocate the winnings... Read More

  ► Bitcoin Trading Brokers

  Buying Bitcoins can be a very frustrating process as there are not too many reputable Bitcoin Exchanges and funding your account takes time and is limited to wire transfers in most cases. Since Bitcoin transactions are irreversible, the exchanges will not accept deposits using Credit Cards, PayPal or any other reversible ways of sending money... Read More

  Resources

  Binary options website of the month: Wealth & Value (www.wvwv.org)

  Regional Forex Pages:

  Forex Trading Angola

  Forex Trading Barbados

  Forex Trading Bermuda

  Forex Trading Botswana

  Forex Trading Brunei

  Forex Trading Gabon

  Forex Trading Namibia

  Forex Trading Uganda

  About us

  DWHM Trading is the name behind a group of trading experts who aim to provide quality and reliable information about derivatives trading to help educate new investors. DWHM stands for Derivatives Wealth Hedging Management. However, for many people DWHM also represents Durham Western Heritage Museum (Omaha, Nebraska).
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  Disclaimer: Binary Options are   derivative trading instruments that can generate high yields in a short   amount of time, but they are also very risky. Trading using binary   options can result in the complete loss of your investment. This is why   you should never trade with money that you cannot afford to lose.
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